WEEKLY COMPANY
DRILL
Search-Oriented Search
Get out your SOG on search and have a real
discussion about the techniques that are expected to
be deployed in the event of a fire using an oriented
search. This drill is for residential search techniques
only. It is important to practice oriented search
techniques with your smallest crew size and your
largest crew size to ensure crew function and
proficiency with different manning levels.
During the oriented search it is critical to reach the
entire room. This means that members cannot be
holding onto each other and following like a train.
Two firefighters can easily search most rooms in one
sweep with one being the oriented firefighter.

Instructions
Find an area or room that you can use as a simulated building or area. Feel free
to place obstructions along the walls and in the room to
simulate furniture, but don't over do it. Before entering
determine the type of search to be conducted and the
direction of travel based on the building layout and
conditions. One member must be the oriented firefighter,
staying at the point of entry to monitor conditions and the
progress of the searching firefighter/s. The team should
stay in verbal contact and ideally the oriented firefighter will use a TIC to monitor the
progress conditions. The search firefighter should not leave the original room or space
until the oriented firefighter can gain a new perspective and create a new oriented location
to keep the searching firefighting in view of the TIC or in close verbal contact.

Special Considerations
• Define oriented search and the associated challenges.
• Pick tools with purpose, will your tool be useful during search operations?
• Size up considerations would include time of
day, condition of the exterior (clutter and
mess), toys in the yard, handicap ramps, etc.
• Discuss the hazards of searching without a
hose line and the risk vs. benefit.
• Orientation can be from doorways, walls, hose
lines, ropes, furniture and or any other object
that can create orientation.
• Practice isolating the team simulating
deteriorating conditions.
• Communicate during the evolution, if the
oriented firefighter feels that the search
firefighter is getting too far away, call him
back.
• On team searches, let go of each other and move quickly while staying in
verbal contact.
• Discuss use of the TIC in oriented search operations and how to move
from one room to the next.
• Review proper victim removal techniques
• Use orienting methods to know what part of the building you are in.

